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About the survey

The FAIR principles and “making data FAIR” have become common buzzwords in the biomedical field in 
recent years. Many organizations are striving to create fully FAIR data or to FAIRify existing data. In that 
process they often find themselves hindered by a range of challenges.

To address those challenges, the FAIRplus consortium and other organizations have developed FAIR 
products and services in recent years. Now the question is: what is the need for new FAIR services or for 
improvement of the existing ones, in order to better serve life science organizations in their quest to 
accelerate biomedical research? 

To answer this, The Hyve run a survey to collect experience with the FAIR principles, main challenges 
and the products or services that help (or might have helped) to overcome those challenges. 
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Respondents profile overview

42% of the respondents* come from research institutes. Hospital and healthcare service providers 
take up a far smaller percentage (6,5%). 

Within these respondents most of them rate themselves as knowing a lot about FAIR (>80%). So this is 
a group that is well aware of FAIR and is probably working with FAIR.
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* Total number of respondents is 45



Respondents profile overview
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Industry Level of FAIR awareness/knowledge



FAIR Challenges

In this group, the number of FAIR Experts available and the knowledge of FAIR are the most important 
challenges. 

They work with FAIR (see breakdown respondents) but have questions about when FAIR is FAIR enough 
and how to balance the time spent on FAIR before you returns are so diminished it is not relevant 

enough anymore.

This also shows in the fact that most of them are able to find FAIR Datasets (do not have a problem 
finding them) and know how to apply FAIR (FAIR is not too abstract).
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Q: What are the main FAIR-related 
challenges you run into?
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Q: How would you rate these challenges in 
terms of importance?



Breakout by industry
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If we look into the responses per industry, then the 
trend looks just slightly different:

- For Pharma respondents: Not enough people 
and FAIR is too abstract are considered highly 
important by most respondents

- For IT service provider respondents: No 
clarity when FAIR enough and FAIR takes too 
much time are considered highly important 
by most respondents

*However the sample size is very small if we look at 
it this way (6 and 7 responses for Pharma and IT 
service provider respectively)



Not enough people
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No clarity when FAIR “enough”

FAIR takes too much time

Not enough knowledge

FAIR is too abstract

I can’t find FAIR datasets

Q: How would you rate these challenges in terms of importance? 
- Breakout by choices



The top two services the respondents are looking for is FAIRification of data and creating metadata 
schemas. To be able to do this you need skills in semantic modelling and data engineering around 

semantic web technology (i.e. RDF). 

The third most needed service is around publication, storage and persistency. 

These top three services are all quite practical. They need to be done by people with enough skills 
which on its turn matches the main challenge of not having enough people who can implement FAIR.

Semantic modeling itself is listed as the 6th most important service but is needed as part of the 
FAIRification and metadata schemas effort although that is an implementation choice (good practice) 

and is not a ‘mandatory’ choice defined in the FAIR principles.
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FAIR services



FAIR services

An interesting finding is that FAIR training and FAIR certification are not high on the list of services 

that the respondents rate as important, despite their acknowledgement of the lack of FAIR experts 

and FAIR knowledge. 

Without training the number of FAIR experts is not going to rise quickly. And without any FAIR 

certification we do not have a way to know if the people know enough about FAIR and FAIR 

implementations or if products (e.g. datasets, metadata schemas) are FAIR enough.
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Q: Which of the following FAIR services would you consider and how important are 
they to your business objectives?
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FAIRplus assets
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The need for practical tools is continued to the FAIRplus products.

 The FAIR Cookbook that helps you FAIRify data is the most popular tool. 

The fellowship programme is rated as the least important tool. The fellowship programme on 
the other hand is an initiative that can really help to get more qualified FAIR experts which is 

one of the biggest challenges.



FAIR Cookbook
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Dataset Maturity Model

FAIRplus FAIRification Wizard

FAIRplus fellowship programme

5%
NP 
(2)

5%
NP 
(2)

3%
SP
(1)

Q: How would you rate the following products in terms of their potential in 
solving FAIR challenges?



Other FAIR products & services mentioned by the respondents

● Ontology Management tools (SciBite/Centre)
● Hybrid lectures on FAIR topics, FAIR skills workshop
● DSWizard; Do I pass for FAIR; FAIR data self assessment tool; FAIR Aware; Top 10 FAIR data&Software things
● GraphDB, Ontorefine, RML, Protege, Mapeathor, RDFlib, etc.
● FAIR DATA POINTS (FDP) , FAIR IMPLEMENTATION PROFILES, (FIP) METADATA for MACHINE WORKSHOPS ( M4M )
● Training of researchers
● Commercial data catalog, RDM, MDM tools, PID Servers
● FIPs (FAIR implementation protocols)
● CNRS Opidor - DMP
● Go fair network, ejp rd experts, lumc, rumc, aumc experts, data stewardship wizard, smart guidance tool, fairification 

stewards
● FairTracks
● Ontologies
● Working together with HPC to develop a user-friendly RDM
● RDMkit, Data Stewardship Wizard, FAIRsharing
● RDMkit, own development of a platform to help researchers make FAIR datasets from the onset, not as an afterthought
● RDMkit, various ontology management tools, ELIXIR deposition databases and related standards. Zenodo and agreed 

templates for that. Various GA4GH standards. ISA principles and tools, Phenotype database. Various ontologies
● RDMkit, national (French) resources
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Additional remarks by respondents

● Legal and ethical implications/challenges; finding the right communities (sharing standards); finding 
good examples; clear workflow (steps) for making data FAIR;

● FAIR services, research objects still a gap

● The most important aspect for all of us creating fair tooling, offering fair expertise is to actually 
connect. Be interoperable and complementary to each other. Map these tools into a nice network.

● Need more practical training in RDF

● Legal aspects or better say perceptions of legal aspects

● Software and systems integration to produce (and reproduce) FAIR data
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General Conclusion

● Most people that responded have a need for practical assistance in terms of FAIR. 
● They know and understand the principles but do not have the time or capabilities to make data 

FAIR. 
● On the practical side they also want to understand when to stop (when is FAIR FAIR enough).
● Although most of the respondents need FAIR experts and practical FAIR services, they are not 

concerned about FAIR training, certification or fellowship programme. 
● It might mean they expect other organisations to pick up on the training side so they can get 

(hire, buy) trained experts.
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